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Determination of the number of founders responsible for the establishment of invasive populations is

important for developing biologically based management practices, predicting the invasive potential of

species, and making inferences about ecological and evolutionary processes. The fire ant Solenopsis invicta

is a major invasive pest insect first introduced into the USA from its native South American range in the

mid-1930s. We use data from diverse genetic markers surveyed in the source population and the USA

to estimate the number of founders of this introduced population. Data from different classes of

nuclear markers (microsatellites, allozymes, sex-determination locus) and mitochondrial DNA are

largely congruent in suggesting that 9–20 unrelated mated queens comprised the initial founder group to

colonize the USA at Mobile, Alabama. Estimates of founder group size based on expanded samples from

throughout the southern USA were marginally higher than this, consistent with the hypothesis of one or

more secondary introductions of the ant into the USA. The rapid spread and massive population build-up

of introduced S. invicta occurred despite the loss of substantial genetic variation associated with the

relatively small invasive propagule size, a pattern especially surprising in light of the substantial genetic load

imposed by the loss of variation at the sex-determination locus.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Species of plants and animals that have successfully

invaded areas beyond their natural ranges are of increasing

concern to biologists, conservationists and public policy

makers. Such invasive species often pose problems for the

well-being of natural communities and ecosystems,

agricultural production and the public health (Pimentel

et al. 2000; Schlaepfer et al. 2005; Pauchard & Shea 2006;

Gilchrist & Lee 2007), and the pace of biological invasions

can only be expected to grow in the face of increased

global trade and travel. Among the most enduring

concerns about invasive species are as follows. Where

and when did the colonists arrive in their new range? From

where did the colonists originate? By what means were the

colonists transported from their native range to the new

area? and How many founders constituted the original

colonizing population? In practical terms, answers to such

questions are important for developing effective manage-

ment practices based on the biology of the invasive species,

as well as for predicting the invasive potential of other

species (Sakai et al. 2001; Roderick & Navajas 2003;

Strayer et al. 2006; Kang et al. 2007; Lavergne & Molofsky

2007; Miura 2007). From a scientific standpoint, the

answers can inform a wide variety of topics of fundamental

biological and conservation relevance, including the
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demographic responses of wild populations to population

collapses, the resilience of ecosystems to perturbation, the

evolution of novel traits in new selective environments

and the population genetic consequences of bottlenecks

(Carroll et al. 2005; Hoffmeister et al. 2005; Sax et al.

2005; Callaway & Maron 2006; Gilchrist & Lee 2007;

Pascual et al. 2007; Tanaka et al. 2007; Zayed et al. 2007).

The red imported fire ant, Solenopsis invicta, is an

introduced pest insect in the USA and other parts of

the world which is considered by the World Conservation

Union to be among the top 100 worst invasive alien

species (IUCN 2000). This ant is native to South

America, where it inhabits a vast range covering much of

the centre of the continent. Owing to its status as a major

pest throughout much of the southern part of the USA,

an enormous amount of research has been conducted on

the basic biology of the species over the past 40 years,

making it one of the better known invasive organisms

(e.g. Tschinkel 1993, 2006; Ross & Keller 1995; Gotzek &

Ross 2007). This volume of information has in turn

contributed to the emergence of S. invicta as a model for

basic evolutionary and ecological research.

Improved knowledge of the reproductive biology,

population demography, genetics and invasion history of

S. invicta now puts us in an excellent position to make

well-informed estimates of the size of the founder

population responsible for the establishment of the species

in the USA. It is clear that the ant first appeared near the

port of Mobile, Alabama, sometime in the mid-1930s
This journal is q 2008 The Royal Society
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following maritime transport in unknown cargo (reviewed

in Tschinkel 2006). Because fire ant workers are sterile,

the invasive propagules presumably comprised newly

mated queens blown onto the cargo during their mating

flights or fragments of colonies containing reproductive

queens as well as a worker force. It is also clear that the

newly established population expanded rapidly in the

decades following the initial founding. Recent population

genetic surveys throughout the introduced range sub-

stantiate the close genetic resemblance of ants collected

near Mobile to a hypothetical reconstructed ancestral

population, but also raise the possibility of a secondary

introduction into the USA at a location considerably west

of Mobile (Shoemaker et al. 2006). Crucial to the task of

estimating the invasive propagule size, the identity of the

native S. invicta population from which all the US

colonists originated is now reasonably well established

(Caldera et al. 2008); this information is especially

relevant in light of the pronounced regional differences

in genetic diversity in the native range (Ross et al. 2007).

Both the putative source and invasive populations have

been well characterized genetically by assaying variation at

a diverse assemblage of markers, including markers of

both the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes (Ross et al.

1993, 1997; Shoemaker et al. 2006; Ross et al. 2007).

These genetic data, along with relevant natural history

information, are incorporated here in traditional and new

analytical approaches to infer the make-up of the original

founder population of S. invicta in the USA. Among other

purposes, this information can be used to postulate

probable scenarios for the introduction of this and other

ants with similar habits into other parts of the world, as

well as to help provide a general foundation for under-

standing how the loss of genetic diversity often associated

with founder events may influence the evolution of

invasive populations.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Samples and genetic data

Most of the S. invicta samples used in this study have been

described in detail in previous papers (Shoemaker et al. 2006;

Ross et al. 2007). These samples were obtained from two

localities in the native South American range (Formosa and

Corrientes, Argentina; see Ross et al. 2007) and six localities

distributed across the introduced US range (Texas, west

Louisiana, east Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia and Florida;

see Shoemaker et al. 2006). The northern Argentina

population from Formosa was previously determined with

high confidence to be the source of the original US colonists

based on combined nuclear and mtDNA data, although some

potential contribution from the neighbouring (160 km

distant) Corrientes population was suggested as well by the

mtDNA data (multiple lines of evidence effectively ruled out

all the sampled native populations other than these two as

potential sources of the US colonists; Caldera et al. 2008).

Thus, we considered either the Formosa samples alone or the

combined Formosa and Corrientes samples as sources of the

US founder population in our analyses. Among the six US

localities, we consider the Mississippi population as the

exemplar introduced population because it is located near

(50 km from) the primary site of the entry of S. invicta

into the USA (Mobile, Alabama) and because it appears to

have diverged little genetically from the hypothetical founder
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
population there (Shoemaker et al. 2006). We used either

the Mississippi samples alone or the entire set of the US

samples to represent the colonizing population in different

analyses; inclusion of the latter expanded set of samples is

particularly important in evaluating the possible impact of a

secondary introduction of S. invicta into the USA following

the primary introduction into Mobile (see Shoemaker et al.

2006). Nests of both social forms (monogyne (single queen

per nest) and polygyne (multiple queens per nest)) were

sampled at each of the eight principal sampling sites in the

two ranges; data from the two nest types at each site were

combined owing to the high overall genetic similarity of

the forms where they occur in sympatry (Shoemaker et al.

2006; Ross et al. 2007). The total numbers of the sampled

colonies are 37, 89, 163 and 382 for the mtDNA, and 70,

158, 131 and 1038 for the standard nuclear loci, for the

Formosa, combined Argentina, Mississippi and combined

US datasets, respectively.

Most of the data from standard genetic markers that we

analyse in this study originally were described by Ross et al.

(2007; native populations), Shoemaker et al. (2006; standard

nuclear data in US populations), Caldera et al. (2008;

mtDNA data in major US populations) and Ross et al.

(1997; Est-4 in native populations). These standard data

comprise individual genotypes scored at 14 nuclear markers

(7 allozyme and 7 microsatellite loci) and individual

sequences determined for a 920 bp fragment of mtDNA.

New mtDNA sequence data were generated for this study for

118 colonies from all of the major US populations other than

west Louisiana (methods in Ahrens et al. 2005). New mtDNA

data were generated as well from two additional US

populations (16 colonies from Demopolis, Alabama, and

19 colonies from Vaughan, Mississippi). (All mtDNA

sequences newly generated for this study have been deposited

in GenBank under accession numbers EU352605–

EU352610 and EU373818–EU373820.) The numbers of

variants (allele or haplotype richness) observed for the

different markers in each focal population or group of

populations are reported in table 1. With the possible

exception of the esterase genes Est-2 and Est-4 (Ross &

Shoemaker 2005), linkage disequilibrium between pairs of

the nuclear genes is unimportant in native S. invicta (Ross

et al. 2007); thus, these can largely be regarded as

independent markers of population history. Because fire ant

colonies are typically composed of related nest-mates, only a

single individual (genotype or haplotype) per nest was used in

our analyses of the standard markers in order to ensure

unbiased estimates of population genetic diversity.

Data from a novel non-standard nuclear marker also were

employed in this study to provide independent estimates of

the numbers of founders. A single major gene is hypothesized

to regulate sex determination in S. invicta by means of allelic

complementation (Ross & Fletcher 1985a; Ross et al. 1993;

see also Beye 2004; Zayed et al. 2007; Heimpel & de Boer

2008). In such systems, the effective numbers of alleles at

the sex-determination locus can be estimated indirectly from

the population-wide frequencies of ‘matched matings’, those

matings that yield atypical diploid males (Adams et al. 1977;

Cook & Crozier 1995). In S. invicta, frequencies of

occurrence of such matings have been estimated for the

native Corrientes population (based on 95 queens from 15

polygyne nests) and for several invasive US populations, the

most comprehensive estimate being that for a monogyne

population in Georgia (based on 648 queens derived,



Table 1. Numbers of variants observed for genetic markers
used in this study. (Argentina samples are pooled from
Formosa and Corrientes; US samples are pooled from six
sites located across the colonized range. The estimate of the
number of sex-determination alleles for the native range is
from the polygyne social form in Corrientes, while that for the
colonized range is from the monogyne social form in Georgia
(Ross et al. 1993). The number of mtDNA haplotypes in the
USA includes the new sequences generated for this study.)

marker

native range colonized range

Formosa Argentina Mississippi USA

allozymes
Aat-2 2 3 2 2
Acoh-1 5 6 2 2
Acoh-5 3 3 2 2
Est-2 3 7 1 1
Est-4 2 4 2 2
G3pdh-1 2 2 2 2
Pgm-1 4 6 2 2

microsatellites
Sol-6 12 17 4 6
Sol-11 14 15 5 8
Sol-18 5 7 3 3
Sol-20 14 19 3 12
Sol-42 22 26 9 14
Sol-49 17 18 6 11
Sol-55 16 16 7 8

sex-determination
locus

— 86 — 12

mtDNA 18 37 6 9
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presumably, from as many nests; Ross et al. 1993). Owing to

strong negative frequency-dependent selection acting on such

systems, the actual number of segregating alleles approaches

the effective number, with each of the K alleles expected to

occur at a frequency of 1/K (Yokoyama & Nei 1979; Cho et al.

2006). We used this information to infer the numbers of sex-

determination alleles, their population frequencies and their

counts within samples in Corrientes and Georgia. We note

that the number of sex-determination alleles in the native

Formosa population is likely to be very similar to that in

neighbouring Corrientes, given the similar proportions of

diploid males observed at the two sites (Ross et al. 1993).

Moreover, the number estimated for Georgia is likely to be

representative of all invasive S. invicta in the USA, given the

similar proportions of diploid males or matched matings

detected at five sites from Texas to Florida (Ross et al. 1993),

including the Mississippi site sampled for the other markers.
(b) Estimation of numbers of founder queens

The simplest method to estimate the number of founders of

the US S. invicta population was to determine the minimum

number of mated queens required to explain the observed

allele and haplotype richness. For these and other analyses,

we assumed that each founder queen had mated with a single

(haploid) male, an assumption supported by the studies of

native as well as introduced S. invicta (Ross & Fletcher

1985b; Ross et al. 1993, 1997). We further assumed that

mtDNA heteroplasmy is rare or non-existent in S. invicta

(multiple peaks at single positions have never been observed

in the mtDNA sequence traces obtained from the large

samples of individuals from both the native and introduced

ranges; e.g. Ahrens et al. 2005; Caldera et al. 2008;
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
this study). Therefore, each founder queen could carry

at most three distinct nuclear alleles per locus and one

mtDNA haplotype.

A second method to estimate founder numbers used

computer simulations to model the effects of the founding

event on mtDNA haplotype richness (e.g. Murray-McIntosh

et al. 1998; Ross et al. 2003; Zayed et al. 2007; Jackson et al.

2008). The simulations involved random sampling, with

replacement, of different numbers of haplotypes (mated

founder queens) from the lists of haplotypes and their counts

in the assumed source populations. Sampling for each source

population and number of founders was repeated 1000

times to generate distributions depicting the probabilities that

different numbers of haplotypes were established by various

numbers of founders. The estimates obtained by this

simulation method represent the genetically effective num-

bers of founders rather than the actual numbers, because they

do not account for the loss of haplotypes through drift

subsequent to the initial founder event.

For these mtDNA simulations, corrected estimates of the

numbers of haplotypes that occur in the native populations

were obtained by two methods. The first involved using a

modified rarefaction analysis to generate a haplotype

discovery curve (Jackson et al. 2008). The original haplotype

data were subsampled 10 000 times for each of 20 different

sample sizes and a one-phase exponential association

function was fitted to the 20 mean values by means of

nonlinear regression using the program GRAPHPAD PRISM (this

particular function was chosen based on the goodness of fit

and shape of the curve for interpolation). Values of Ymax in

the function represent the haplotype richness at the

asymptote. The second method of obtaining a corrected

estimate of haplotype richness was calculation of the non-

parametric abundance-based Chao1 estimator (Chao 1984).

Undiscovered haplotypes assumed to exist based on the

corrected estimates were represented as single haplotypes in

the modified native haplotype lists (such haplotypes pre-

sumably were sufficiently rare to have been missed in our

samples). Also, one US haplotype not recovered from

any native population but which differs from a Formosa

haplotype by only a single substitution (Caldera et al.

2008) was assumed to be present in all source populations,

where it was represented on the list by a single individual.

Finally, one US haplotype recovered from Corrientes but

not Formosa was assumed to occur in the latter population as

well when this was specified as the source (again, represented

by a single individual).

Our corrected estimates of the haplotype richness in the

native Formosa, Argentina population are 25.1 (rarefaction

analysis) or 27.2 (Chao1 estimator), compared with the 18

haplotypes actually recovered there. Corrected estimates of

the richness in all the Argentina samples are 52.6 or 54.4,

respectively, compared with the 37 haplotypes recovered. As

expected, given the large sampling effort and low haplotype

diversity in the USA, application of the Chao1 estimator

yielded effectively no increase in the corrected over

the observed haplotype richness for both Mississippi and

the combined US samples.

A final method for estimating the number of mated

founder queens, in this case using the nuclear data, involved

application of a likelihood-based estimator originally

developed to estimate effective population size (Ne) based

on coalescent theory (Berthier et al. 2002; Anderson &

Slatkin 2007). The method considers the ancestry of single
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loci scored in known source and colonizing populations as

representing the genealogy of the colonizing population,

assuming that the gene genealogies follow a neutral

coalescent process for a given Ne and a given number of

generations. The likelihood that the samples from the invasive

range are descended from a ancestral lineages (chromo-

somes) extant T generations previously is calculated approxi-

mately via a Monte Carlo importance sampling algorithm

(Anderson 2005; Anderson & Slatkin 2007). We used the

program CONE (Anderson 2005) to evaluate the likeli-

hoods of different values of a based on 5000 Monte Carlo

replicates in each simulation for the different source and

colonizing populations.

Approximately 60 years separate the first arrival of

S. invicta in Mobile and the collection of our US samples.

We assume that almost all of the early expansion, as well as

much of the subsequent population build-up, in the invasive

range is attributable to the monogyne social form (Shoemaker

et al. 2006). Colonies of this form generally begin producing

new sexuals at 3 years of age, and continue producing these in

large numbers through the 7- to 8-year life of the colony

(queen), with larger (older) colonies producing disproportio-

nately higher numbers of sexuals (Tschinkel 2006). Colonies

in suitable unoccupied habitat can be expected to have higher

reproductive success, and shorter times to first successful

reproduction, than colonies in fully occupied environments;

thus, average generation time was probably shorter early in

the invasion process than more recently. Given these

complexities as to what constitutes generation length in fire

ants, we set the number of generations that have passed

between founding and sampling of the USS. invictapopulation

at either 10 or 20 in the different CONE simulations.

Estimation of the number of founder lineages or

chromosomes remaining at the time of sampling (a) via the

methods in CONE assumes that the samples for each locus are

independent (no linkage disequilibrium), that mutation at the

marker genes was negligible in the colonizing population and

that drift in the source population was negligible between the

founder event and sampling compared with the genetic

changes in the colonizing population (Berthier et al. 2002;

Anderson & Slatkin 2007); these assumptions have been

confirmed for S. invicta (unimportance of disequilibrium) or

are likely to be true, given our knowledge of this species and

its introduction. Berthier et al. (2002) showed with simulated

datasets that the total number of alleles is the most important

factor affecting the precision of estimates of a, but that the

numbers of loci and samples also are important. Thus, our

dataset, which features large sample sizes and a number of

highly polymorphic loci, may be expected to yield quite

reliable estimates of a. We used CONE to generate likelihood

curves for each locus and for the combined nuclear data,

as well as 95% confidence intervals around the overall

maximum-likelihood estimates of a (Anderson 2005).

Estimates of a were divided by three to deduce the number

of unrelated mated founder queens that left some genetic

legacy (the genetically effective founder number).

(c) Simulations of founder population growth and

loss of genetic diversity

Our estimates of founder group size derived from the mtDNA

founding simulations and nuclear gene CONE simulations are

expected to closely reflect the actual number of founders only

if early colonizing population growth rates were high and the

number of founders was relatively low (Knowles et al. 1999;
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
Anderson & Slatkin 2007). In other circumstances, these

approaches provide underestimates of the numbers of

founders because, in accounting for the variants that

presently exist in the US range, they do not distinguish

between the primary loss of diversity at initial founding and

subsequent secondary losses of diversity caused by drift in a

finite population. Said differently, only a subset of the

founders may be expected to have their genetic lineages

represented in the extant invasive population, in which case a

is an estimate of the genetically effective rather than actual

number of founder lineages. Our results indicate that

S. invicta may well have colonized the USA with 10 or

fewer mated queens (30 chromosomes), and knowledge of

the reproductive biology and early spread of this ant suggests

that the invasive propagules may have experienced early

intrinsic (exponential) population growth rates in excess of

one (Morrill 1974; Vargo & Fletcher 1987; Tschinkel 2006);

these founder numbers and growth rates are considered

threshold values for the genetically effective and actual

numbers of founder lineages to be similar (Anderson &

Slatkin 2007). Nonetheless, it is prudent to examine how

specific features assumed for the invasion and demographic

history of the founder population may affect the relationship

between the effective and actual numbers of founders.

Therefore, we conducted computer simulations to study the

general patterns of the secondary loss of diversity following

the initial founding event under different assumptions of the

size and genetic diversity of the founder group and of early

population growth rate (see also Noor et al. 2000; Ross et al.

2003; Ficetola et al. 2008).

These simulations assumed that the founder population

consisted of 9, 12 or 20 singly mated unrelated queens,

numbers chosen because they generally bracket our estimates

of genetically effective numbers of ancestral queens inferred

by the various methods. Simulations were carried out for the

most polymorphic markers (six microsatellite loci, the sex

locus and the mtDNA; table 1). The numbers of unique

haplotypes or alleles assigned to the founder group ranged

from the number currently found in the USA to two or three

variants in excess of this number. For simulations involving

the sex locus, allele counts were equalized as much as possible

within the founder group (i.e. variance in allele frequencies

was minimized), in accordance with the expected homo-

geneous frequencies of such alleles in the source population.

Counts of the mtDNA and microsatellite variants were set to

reflect the observed frequencies of the most common variants

in Formosa, Argentina, the likely sole or major source of the

US colonists (Caldera et al. 2008).

Rates of population increase (r) for these simulations were

set at five values varying from 0.2 to 1.2 (20–120% increase in

colony (reproductive queen) number every generation). The

variants that populated each simulated generation were

selected at random (with replacement) from the previous

generation, and the simulations were carried out until

carrying capacity was reached (1000 queens for the

mtDNA and 2000 adult sexuals for the nuclear markers).

Depending on the values of r and initial founder size, from 6

to 26 generations were required to reach carrying capacity, at

which point we assume no further erosion of diversity would

have occurred. The simulations for the nuclear markers

additionally incorporated Hardy–Weinberg genotype pro-

portions and random mating with respect to genotype (see

Ross et al. (1997, 1999, 2007) and Shoemaker et al. (2006)

for evidence that these assumptions are valid for S. invicta in
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Figure 1. Simulation-derived probabilities of six or nine mtDNA haplotypes being represented in different-sized groups of
founder queens of S. invicta in the USA. Six haplotypes presently occur in Mississippi, whereas nine occur throughout the US
range. Sources of the founders are assumed to be (a) Formosa or (b) Argentina (pooled Formosa and Corrientes samples).
Simulations were run using both the uncorrected (observed) and corrected estimates of haplotype richness in the source
populations. Black bars, six haplotypes, uncorrected richness; grey bars, six haplotypes, corrected richness; stippled bars, nine
haplotypes, uncorrected richness; white bars, nine haplotypes, corrected richness.
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the native and US ranges), as well as equal allele frequencies

in the sexes and equal numerical sex ratios throughout the

simulations. Probabilities of maintenance of the allele and

haplotype richness now observed throughout the US range

were estimated as the proportions of 1000 iterations yielding

at least this number of extant variants once carrying capacity

was reached.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Examination of the allele and haplotype richness (number

of variants) in invasive S. invicta offers the simplest means

of determining the minimum number of mated founder

queens responsible for the establishment of the species in

the USA. The highest estimates for Mississippi and the

total US population, six and nine, respectively, correspond

to the numbers of mtDNA haplotypes recovered. Data

inferred for the most polymorphic nuclear gene, the sex-

determination locus, suggest a minimum of four founders

for either population, while allele richness at the most

polymorphic microsatellite (Sol-42) is consistent with a

minimum of three and five founders for the respective

populations. These are almost certainly underestimates of
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
the numbers of founders, given that they are limited by the

polymorphism of the markers and that they assume every

founder queen bore a unique haplotype and a set of

three unique alleles per nuclear gene different from every

other founder.

Results of computer simulations modelling the effects

of founding on mtDNA haplotype richness are shown

in figure 1. Given the haplotype data from the native

range, the most likely number of founders bearing six

haplotypes, the number currently found in Mississippi,

is six or seven, depending on whether Formosa or the

pooled Argentina samples are considered as the potential

source and whether or not estimates of the native

haplotype richness are corrected. In all cases, only

founder group sizes from six to nine yield probabilities

greater than 0.2 of carrying six unique haplotypes. The

most likely number of founders bearing nine haplotypes,

the number currently found throughout the USA, ranges

from 10 to 17 (probabilities greater than 0.2). These

probabilities probably underestimate the propagule size

because additional losses of haplotypes may have

occurred due to drift following the initial founder
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event; thus, they are best viewed as probabilities of the

genetically effective numbers of founders.

Likelihood curves for estimates of a, the number of

remaining haploid founder lineages, obtained from

coalescence-based CONE simulations are shown for each

nuclear gene for various colonization scenarios in figure S1

of the electronic supplementary material. Maximum-

likelihood estimates of a derived from the combined

nuclear data correspond to genetically effective founder

group sizes that are remarkably similar to those obtained

from the mtDNA founder simulations described above,

when 10 generations between founding and sampling are

assumed (figure 2). Thus, the nuclear simulations suggest

a high likelihood of 8–10 founders of the Mississippi

population, while the mtDNA simulations suggest a high

probability of 6–9 founders for this single population

(lower values are favoured in each case when the larger

and more diverse source population is assumed). Also, the

maximum-likelihood value of approximately 14 founders

of the entire US population derived from the nuclear data

is bracketed by the 10–15 queens representing the highest

probabilities of founding this population based on the

mtDNA simulations (assuming Argentina as the source in

both cases). The maximum-likelihood estimates of

founder number based on the nuclear simulations

effectively double when the number of generations is

assumed to be 20 rather than 10 (electronic supple-

mentary material, figure S1), illustrating the sensitivity of

the coalescence-based method to the assumed values of

this variable. Nonetheless, the estimates are in all cases less

than 30, and generally less than 20 founder queens. We

note again that the results from the nuclear coalescence

simulations may be underestimates of the actual founder
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
numbers (they amount to the genetically effective founder

numbers) because they do not account for any loss of

lineages that occurred through drift following founding.

The maximum-likelihood coalescence-based estimates

of a from the 10-generation simulations are shown

separately for each nuclear gene in figure 2. When

Mississippi is designated as the colonizing population,

there is no evident bias in the estimates by marker type,

although the higher diversity microsatellites clearly display

less variance than the lower diversity allozymes. When the

entire US population is considered, the microsatellites

generally yield higher estimates than the allozymes. The

estimates derived from the sex locus fall roughly in the

middle of the range of values from the traditional nuclear

loci in all cases. This pattern would seem to validate this

highly novel, indirectly assayed marker as being useful for

inferring genetically effective founder numbers. Identical

relative rankings of the single-gene a values were obtained

in the 20-generation simulations.

In the event that early founder population growth was

high and the number of founders relatively low, estimates

of the genetically effective founder numbers obtained by

the mtDNA and nuclear coalescence-based simulations

may closely approximate the actual propagule size

(Knowles et al. 1999; Anderson & Slatkin 2007).

Otherwise, only a subset of the original founder lineages

is expected to be represented in our samples, with the

other original lineages having been lost through drift. The

relationship between the number of lineages at founding

and the number surviving to the time of sampling depends

on specific features of the demographic history of the

colonizing population; hence, it is important to examine

this relationship under different demographic scenarios

(Anderson & Slatkin 2007). The results of our simulations

in which founder group size and genetic composition, as

well as population growth rate, were systematically varied

to infer the probability of retaining the extant allele and

haplotype richness in the USA are shown in figure 3 (for

simplicity, only the extreme cases of 9 and 20 founders are

shown). When population growth rates are modest

(r%0.5), probabilities of the extant numbers of variants

being retained are often low (less than 0.5), even with 20

founders bearing three variants in excess of the extant

number. However, with values of r of 0.8 or higher, the

probabilities rise above 0.5 for all markers when two or

three excess variants are assumed in as few as nine

founders. Even when no excess variants are assumed,

growth rates of rR1 yield high probabilities that the extant

numbers of variants are retained at most markers when

the founder groups comprise 12 or 20 queens. Given the

extraordinary reproductive potential of mature S. invicta

colonies (Morrill 1974; Vargo & Fletcher 1987) and

historical records of rapid population expansion following

the initial founding (Tschinkel 2006), growth rates of

rR1 (100% or more increase in the number of colonies per

generation) would seem biologically realistic for the early

colonizing population (see also Ficetola et al. 2008). Thus,

these simulations suggest that our estimates of the

genetically effective number of mated founder queens

may be quite close to the actual number, especially if the

founder group bore a small number of variants in addition

to those presently found in the USA at most markers.

These results, based on empirically determined allele

counts and frequencies from the native and introduced
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Figure 3. Probabilities of the numbers of genetic variants extant at the most polymorphic markers in S. invicta in the USA being
retained, based on the simulations of different scenarios of the size and genetic diversity of the founder group and of early
population growth rate (r). Probabilities are shown for invasive propagule sizes of (a) 9 or (b) 20 mated founder queens. For the
number of alleles in the founder groups, x indicates the extant number, while xC2 and xC3 indicate two and three variants in
excess of this number, respectively. Simulations could not be run for xC2 and xC3 mtDNA haplotypes with nine founders.
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ranges of S. invicta, are congruent with the findings of

Anderson & Slatkin (2007) based on simulated data.

Given the effect of excess variants carried by the

founder queens on the relationship between the geneti-

cally effective and actual founder numbers, it is worth

revisiting the results of our mtDNA simulations of the

impact of the founder group composition on haplotype

richness. Considering Mississippi as the relevant intro-

duced population, the probabilities of a propagule group

from Formosa or the combined Argentina populations

carrying two or more extra haplotypes become relatively

high once 10 or 9 queens, respectively, comprise the

group, a modest increase over the most probable numbers

bearing six haplotypes (table 2). Considering the entire

USA as the relevant introduced population, relatively high

probabilities are attained once the numbers of queens

reach 16 or 14, respectively, again a modest increase over

the most likely numbers bearing 9 haplotypes (table 2).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
The revised figures shown in columns 2–4 of table 2 may

be regarded as the best approximations of the actual

numbers of mated founder queens based on the mtDNA

data, whereas the unrevised figures in column 5 (obtained

from figure 1) are best viewed as approximations of the

genetically effective numbers.

It is worth noting that estimates of either the actual or

effective numbers of founders may be preferable, depend-

ing on the goals of an analysis. A sound estimate of the

actual number may be desired, for instance, in evaluating

the potential for the successful introduction of specific

organisms via specific conveyance mechanisms, whereas

an estimate of the genetically effective number would be

more relevant to evaluating the loss of genetic diversity and

its effects on the persistence and evolutionary potential of

a colonizing population. For S. invicta, the actual numbers

are appropriately regarded as genetically independent

‘queen equivalents’. For reproductive queens of the



Table 2. Numbers of founder queens necessary to introduce extant numbers of mtDNA haplotypes or at least two in excess of
extant numbers into the USA, based on simulations. (Data in the top part of the table are relevant to the Mississippi population,
while data in the bottom part are relevant to the entire US population. Data in columns 2–4 concern the introduction of two or
more mtDNA haplotypes in excess of the extant number, while those in column 5 concern the introduction of the extant number
(figure 1). Simulations used native haplotype richness corrected for unobserved haplotypes; simulations using uncorrected
richness yielded slightly higher numbers.)
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monogyne form or newly mated queens of either form that

undertook dispersal flights, these equivalents should be

the same as the actual number of individual founders. For

polygyne reproductive queens, nest-mates of which are

closely related in the native range (Ross et al. 1996), the

equivalents may correspond more closely to the number of

colonies from which the founder queens originated than to

the number of individual queens.

The results of this study, based on large sample sizes,

data from a number of highly informative genetic markers

and relevant background biological information, provide

the first robust estimates of the numbers of founder queens

of S. invicta responsible for colonizing the USA. Based on

the data from the Mississippi population, our analyses

suggest that 9–20 unrelated mated queens are likely to

have comprised the initial founder group to colonize the

USA at Mobile, Alabama, in the mid-1930s. Estimates

based on the complete set of pooled US samples range

marginally higher, with perhaps 15–30 queens involved in

the colonization of the entire introduced range. The

consistent differences between the estimates of founder

number derived from the Mississippi and the total US

samples in all of our analyses can be taken as support

for the hypothesis that one or more secondary introduc-

tions of the ant into the USA occurred (see also

Shoemaker et al. 2006).

The congruence between the results based on the

different classes of markers and different analytical

approaches lends weight to the credibility of our estimates.

Among the nuclear markers, the sex-determination locus

stands out from the others with respect to the way that

variability was assayed; allele counts and frequencies were

inferred indirectly based on the proportions of queens

producing atypical, diploid males, rather than directly by

scoring individual genotypes. The mtDNA sequence data

not only track a separate genome with a different mode of

inheritance and effective population size than the other

markers, but also these data were analysed using a completely

different simulation method than the coalescent-based

likelihood method used to analyse the nuclear data.

Our conclusion of a relatively small propagule size

for invasive S. invicta in the USA is consistent with a
Proc. R. Soc. B (2008)
pronounced bottleneck being the major cause of the severe

reduction in the diversity of the invasive gene pool

(table 1). This result is relevant to the general issue in

invasion biology of whether significant losses of diversity

typically accompany introductions, and if so, how these

may affect the subsequent persistence and evolution of the

invasive populations (Johnson & Starks 2004; Bossdorf

et al. 2005; Sax et al. 2005; Hedrick et al. 2006; Gilchrist &

Lee 2007; Lavergne & Molofsky 2007; Miura 2007; Zayed

et al. 2007; Dlugosch & Parker 2008; Ugelvig et al. 2008).

In invasive social insects, understanding specific features

of founder events such as the numbers and origins of the

colonists can be important for predicting an array of

significant evolutionary responses, including alterations in

colony social structure mediated by the loss of nest-mate

recognition alleles (e.g. Giraud et al. 2002; Ross et al.

2003; Tsutsui et al. 2003) and shifts in the mating biology

caused by the loss of sex-determination alleles (Ross et al.

1996). Indeed, in Hymenoptera with complementary

sex-determination systems based on high allelic diver-

sity (Ross & Fletcher 1985a; Cook & Crozier 1995;

Heimpel & de Boer 2008), successful colonization by a

small group of founders may seem an unlikely prospect

altogether, because the enormous genetic load imposed on

populations by substantial loss of sex alleles is expected in

many circumstances to culminate in extinction (Zayed &

Packer 2005; Hedrick et al. 2006). Yet, several examples of

successful invasion by such species following severe

population bottlenecks have been documented (Ruttner

1976; Ross & Fletcher 1985a; Schmid-Hempel et al. 2007;

Zayed et al. 2007). In such cases, the emergence of new

ecological opportunities coupled with release from the

effects of natural enemies and competitors may more than

offset the negative genetic consequences stemming from

the same founder event (Ross & Fletcher 1986).
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